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Abstract

During the Covid-19 pandemic, North Halmahera Regency’s political activity became intense in virtual spaces, especially on the Facebook group Quovadis North Halmahera. The things discussed in the virtual space have an impact on the community in the real world. Hate Speech and provocative issues generate negative responses in the real world, marked by conflicts in several social spaces. This article aims to discuss regional development issues and politics in social media based on sentiment analysis and actor-network theory. This article also identifies the vulnerability aspect by mapping and classifying netizen’s argument in the virtual space to various regional development issues based on economic, social, cultural, political, tourism, and environmental aspects. This research uses qualitative methods. The process of collecting data uses in-depth interview techniques, observation, and document study. Data processing uses triangulation techniques. Also, research instruments used are QGIS 2.18.4 and Nvivo 12 Plus applications for mapping research sites and mapping development issues in virtual space, namely Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara Facebook group. This study indicates that social capital (Norm, Trust, Network) becomes an aspect of vulnerability based on mapping and content analysis in virtual space according to netizens’ response to development issues in the North Halmahera Regency. Furthermore, the contents containing hate speech elements, invalid information (hoax), sarcasm, bullying, and privacy attacks are the potential actors to cause social capital degradation based on the Actor-Network-Theory.
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Abstrak

kualitatif. Proses pengolahan data menggunakan teknik wawancara mendalam, observasi dan studi dokumen. Proses pengolahan data menggunakan triangulasi. Instrumen penelitian yang digunakan ialah QGIS 2.18.4 untuk pemetaan lokasi atau wilayah penelitian dan Nvivo 12 Plus untuk pemetaan isu pembangunan dan politik yang didiskusikan dalam grup facebook Quovadis Halmahera Utara. Hasil penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa modal sosial (norma, kepercayaan, jejaring) menjadi aspek kerentanan. Selain itu, konten yang teridentifikasi dari hasil analisis sentimen ialah ujaran kebencian, informasi yang tidak valid, sarkasme, perundungan dan penyerangan privasi, sebagai penyebab degradasi modal sosial berdasarkan teori jejaring aktor.

Kata Kunci: analisis sentimen, media sosial, pembangunan daerah, politik, teori jejaring aktor

Introduction

The development of communication access through the expansion of the internet network to the 3T area Tertinggal, Terdepan, Terluar (Disadvantaged, Frontier, and Outermost) encourages the development of information technology in Indonesia. Social media-based applications and the increasing intensity of users also form a new identity in the virtual space as netizens. The popularity of social media in Indonesia has brought collective action changes to guard government policies in realizing equitable development. Social media is seen as useful in encouraging social movements in Indonesia (Molaei, 2015). Also, social media's effectiveness in politics causes social media use as a medium for political campaigns (Kartikatantri, Hafiar, & Priyatna, 2015; Lim, 2013; Prilani & Hutomo, 2020). Social media is also a means of controlling government programs by the community, such as the anti-mining campaign on Bangka Island, Indonesia (Großmann, 2018). Social media is also a means of strengthening Indonesia's religious values (Halim, 2018; Hew, 2018). In its development, social media misuse through irresponsible content has also become a threat to nationalism in Indonesia (Lim, 2017). The communication access to the development and use of social media applications in Indonesia has positive and negative sides that need to be controlled. Social media can be a place to capture people's aspirations effectively and efficiently in the era of the Industrial Revolution 4.0.

Social media has become a famous study of academics in economics and politics (Bratich, 2014; Gyampo, 2017). The study of social interaction on social media raises scientific debates about the controversy over the effectiveness of social media use in virtual spaces that intervene in community formation and social networks (Rodríguez & Ferreira, 2018). In the Indonesian context, social media is vulnerable to hate speech, affecting attitudes and views on nationalism (Lim, 2017). Furthermore, content or issues in the discussion of netizens on social media lead to discourses on the development of an area (Mpofu, 2019). Studies on the use of information technology, in this case, social media in virtual spaces, are becoming popular. It is essential to identify the correlation between discussion content in virtual areas and their influence on collective action in real space.
Social media is not limited to a rigid virtual space and a place to convey aspirations, as was the case with Al-Arakeeb in Israel (Mpofu, 2019). Community participation in virtual spaces reconstructs new identities known as netizens. The reconstruction of social identities in virtual space reflects the dynamics that indirectly affect community life's whole area (Doron, 2016). The flexibility in virtual space allows the formation of a subjectivity orientation in a gender perspective (Van Vuuren, 2018). Strengthening netizens' subjective direction reflects the freedom of argument that mobilizes aspirations for each region's development process to alleviate various inequality problems, including violence and poverty, through social media monitoring (Luckham, 2018). The intensity of social media use in Indonesia has formed new social formations through networks in virtual spaces that indirectly affect collective action in natural areas, especially in various development issues.

During the Covid-19 pandemic, political activity in North Halmahera Regency seemed to ignore this. It is indicated by the existence of social groups that are still neglecting to implement health protocols. The political moment for the North Halmahera Regency regional head election took place on December 9, 2020, but the campaign has been carried out since November. There are two pairs of regional head candidates based on serial number one (Frans Manery and Muchlis Tapi Tapi) and pair number two (Joel Wogono and Said Bajak). Based on the results of the Regional General Election Commission's calculation in the Plenary Meeting on December 15, 2020, pair number one has 619 votes ahead of pair number two. The process was not over bureaucratically until the regional head general election winner was officially announced by the Regional General Election Commission of North Halmahera Regency.

During the campaign period, each pair of candidates formed a team to support political activities. Groups that are created tend to cluster around and ignore health protocols, despite the government's repeated warnings. On the other hand, social media use has increased because it is used as a campaign medium for each team. In the North Halmahera Quovadis group, the pair number two team (Joel Wogono and Said Bajak) took the opposition's role to criticize the previous government's performance, which was deemed inappropriate. Meanwhile, the pair number one team (Frans Manery and Muchlis Tapi Tapi) was more dominant in providing educational information to reject hoax news, provocative statements, and hate speech. Even though the discussion is in the virtual space, there is an influence on real social area activities. One of them is marked by the mass reaction and response of the supporters of candidate pair number two to the existence of a Facebook account called Tobelo Diorin, which went viral because it published the previous government's performance. Several social spaces in North Halmahera stated that they support Tobelo Diorin in revealing poor government performance to the public through virtual spaces. There has even been a fundraising activity to help Tobelo Diorin and candidate pair number two. It shows that in politics in North Halmahera Regency, various activities in cyberspace also influence social movements in the real world.
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The correlation between the intensity of the use of social media in virtual spaces for monitoring development issues, this study will identify aspects of vulnerability through mapping and classifying netizens' responses in virtual space to various regional development issues based on economic, social, cultural, political, tourism and environmental aspects. Contextually, this research focuses on sentiment analysis through development issues and politics in North Halmahera District, North Maluku Province, Indonesia. Meanwhile, the observation of the virtual interaction space between netizens in discussing development issues. Selectively, the content that is identified as containing the subjective orientation of netizens towards development issues in North Halmahera will be mapped into the following categories: positive responses, hate speech, invalid information (hoax), sarcasm, and bullying. Mapping results were analyzed using Actor-Network Theory's perspective, as in political contestation and Development in China (Poell, de Kloet, & Zeng, 2014).

Actor-Network Theory views each instrument as having unlimited connectivity and is related to development. Previous researchers used Actor-Network Theory to analyze various development issues in the economic sector (David & Halbert, 2014; Korsgaard, 2011), tourism (Van der Duim & Caalders, 2008), and technology (Wang, Yuan, Turel, & Tu, 2015). Actor-Network Theory facilitates understanding a method and complex social dynamics (Bussular, Burtet, & Antonello, 2019). By mapping actor-networks as "agents," it is possible to identify the entity's identity that reflects the nature and prepositions in the constructed relationship (Somerville, 1999). The use of the Actor-Network Theory is relevant to this study's purpose to identify the vulnerability context of the North Halmahera Regency response to regional development issues on social media. Thus, this study's results are expected to contribute to scientific studies in development studies.

Research Methods

This study uses a qualitative method through a sentiment analysis approach related to regional development issues and North Halmahera Regency's politics on social media. Meanwhile, the theoretical perspective used is Actor-Network Theory. This research instrument also uses the Nvivo 12 Plus application to simplify the mapping process based on Actor-Network Theory (ANT) to identify vulnerability aspects. The data collected uses several techniques, namely, in-depth interviews, observation, and document study. Online interviews were conducted with key informants with backgrounds as academics, entrepreneurs in the formal and informal sectors, observers of tourism and the environment, civil servants, and politicians. Interviews with key informants were conducted selectively based on observations. Observation of discussion content is divided into two categories: netizen responses to regional development issues in North Halmahera Regency before and during the Covid-19 pandemic. The qualifications of critical informants are as follows: participating in discussions in virtual rooms through social media; join in communities or organizations related to the social, economic, political, cultural, and environmental fields; The social
media account using a real representation of the true identity of the informant and can be contacted online or face-to-face. Regarding the privacy of key informants, the informants' identity is agreed not to be described in this article. Meanwhile, the context of the research location can be seen in the following figure.

**Figure 1:** Research locations in North Halmahera District  
(Source: Results of Satellite Image Digitization using QGIS 2.18.4)

Figure 1 is the context of research on netizens' response to development issues in the North Halmahera Regency. Various development issues discussed in the virtual space are clarified by searching supporting documents to protect the validity of the problems addressed online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote, stand for Tobelo Diorin and JOS during the campaign during the Covid-19 pandemic.</th>
<th>Utilization of the Covid-19 budget and Critics of Netizen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.jpg" alt="Image of Tobelo Diorin and JOS" /> <img src="image2.jpg" alt="Image of Tobelo Diorin and JOS" /> <img src="image3.jpg" alt="Image of Covid-19 budget" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.jpg" alt="Image of Covid-19 budget" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** The impact of virtual space on the political and social area in North Halmahera
The response to regional development issues in virtual space is limited to Development in North Halmahera Regency. The identification and classification of development issues in the North Halmahera Regency before and during the Covid-19 pandemic were managed using triangulation techniques. Data processing using the triangulation approach can maintain the validity and credibility of the data through coherence and correspondence of the results of interviews, observations, and document studies. Furthermore, Actor-Network Theory is used to identify aspects of vulnerability. The research instrument used in the process of mapping development issues is the Nvivo 12 plus. Thus, methodologically, the arguments built on the research framework can be justified.

Result and Discussion

Regional Development Issues and Politics through Social Media based on Sentiment Analysis: Case of Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara Facebook Group

The sentiment analysis approach is a new paradigm multiplying in line with the increase in information technology. Sentiment analysis is generally carried out through data mining on the internet to identify positive and negative sentiments based on social media users' comments. This approach is used in determining netizen responses to various topics relevant to economic, socio-cultural, political, and environmental aspects (Kennedy, 2012). The sentiment analysis approach can identify net citizens' political choices towards regional leadership candidates based on social media's digital history relevant to personal ideas and opinions on local development issues (José, Oliveira, Henrique, & Bermejo, 2017). Apart from politics, the sentiment analysis approach is also used to identify netizens’ personal opinions on a particular business's products and services. Using sentiment analysis results in customer satisfaction can improve business performance and professionalism in improving the economy (Gan, Ferns, Yu, & Jin, 2017).

In Indonesia, public participation in virtual spaces through social media increased in line with the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 (Atsani, 2020; Ferdiana, 2020; Nadeak, Juwita, & Sormin, 2020; Samsiana et al., 2020; Sutrisna, 2020). An appeal not to crowd, increase the use of social media as a means of communication. However, this did not last long, when the government established a "new normal" as a new order for people to carry out economic, socio-cultural, and political activities, but were obliged to comply with health protocols. The sentiment analysis on various development issues and politics in the Facebook Group "Quo Vadis North Halmahera" shows that negative sentiment is more dominant than a positif sentiment. The dominance of negative opinion on the Facebook Group "Quo Vadis North Halmahera" was indicated by a political moment in the regional head elections, held on December 9, 2020. There are two candidates as local leaders who are organizing campaign activities amid the Covid-19 pandemic. Campaigns are carried out online and are also carried out in real terms. As a result, various negative sentiments on social media have also influenced socio-cultural relationships in everyday life.
Based on the sentiment analysis results on the Facebook Group "Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara," it can be seen that criticism of development was uploaded openly to reap comments from the people of North Halmahera as a form of assessment of the performance of the previous government. Based on the classification of topics and statements uploaded by netizens, the sentiment analysis results show that figures of speech and sentence elements in content and comments can be grouped into hate speech, invalid information, sarcasm, bullying, and privacy attacks. The content uploaded is based on social aspects, culture, economy, environment, politics, education, and health. The issue of government bureaucracy has come to the attention of North Halmahera's people as netizens who can be seen in quantity in the discussion topic uploaded on the Facebook Group "Quo Vadis North Halmahera." The online discussion results have implications for the social life of the people of North Halmahera in providing support in the next regional head election. The use of sentiment analysis through netizen discussions on social media related to politics can offer projections to decision-makers regarding public satisfaction with government programs (Prilani & Hutomo, 2020; Sabatovych, 2019). Criticism of the government's performance is related to health issues, namely the Covid-19 Handling Task Force's (Gugus Tugas Percepatan Penanganan Covid-19) performance in North Halmahera Regency in carrying out prevention, tracking, handling, and alleviation efforts. As in the following table bellow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Account</th>
<th>Post and Comment</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>From March 16, 2020, until today. There is no assistance from the local government of Halut for the North Loloda community. I wonder why?</td>
<td>16 Mei 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>The Covid task force, please immediately quarantine one of the people behind the GOSOMA village office. According to Info, the mother's husband died on Tuesday and was a resident of Malefut who also joined the Dorolonda ship. It is very unsettling for the community</td>
<td>15 Mei 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JK</td>
<td>Task Force, please act decisively and respond quickly. Don't just shut up. Worried that if handling is late, many will be exposed to Covid-19.</td>
<td>15 Mei 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBM</td>
<td>agree, but we shouldn't just post on social media. Please take steps to the village head and report. Then report it to the task force post at the regent's office. The village head is also a task force team at the village level. Don't just post on social media but please be active.</td>
<td>15 Mei 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 is a brief description based on discussion and comments from netizens on the North Halmahera Regency local government's performance to overcome the Covid-19 pandemic problem. One netizen with the initials WM questioned that the social assistance program was not evenly distributed in the area of origin. Furthermore, netizens with the initials AS, JK, and JBM discussed
the tendency of one of the residents to escape the tracking process of the Covid-19 task force unit to be examined immediately. Communication in cyberspace is responded to in real terms by reporting it to the Village Head to anticipate negligence in preventing and eradicating the spread of covid-19 in North Halmahera.

The Regional Government is trying to carry out the tracking process until handling patients who are confirmed positive for Covid-19. However, the limited facilities and infrastructure for medical personnel managing Covid-19 have caused several problems, leading to technical negligence. The people of North Halmahera are urged to stay at home and not crowd during the Covid-19 pandemic. Limited social and economic activities have led to an increase in social media use as a means of communication. As netizens who are members of the North Halmahera Quovadis group, North Halmahera's people use it as a communication medium. Netizens are actively sharing information about the government's efforts in handling Covid-19 in North Halmahera Regency. The news in the mass media attracts netizens who stay at home and the following report.

### Table 2. News about the handling of covid-19 in North Halmahera

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Editor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Director of Tobelo Hospital Infected with Covid-19</td>
<td><a href="https://www.medcom.id/nasional/daerah/VNx4EQgN-direktur-rsud-tobelo-terinfeksi-covid-19">https://www.medcom.id/nasional/daerah/VNx4EQgN-direktur-rsud-tobelo-terinfeksi-covid-19</a></td>
<td>Hijrah Ibrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Corona, 12 Medical Personnel at Tobelo Hospital, are Quarantined</td>
<td><a href="https://www.antaranews.com/berita/1613630/255-karyawan-yang-terpapar-covid-19-di-halmahera-utara-sudah-sembuh">https://www.antaranews.com/berita/1613630/255-karyawan-yang-terpapar-covid-19-di-halmahera-utara-sudah-sembuh</a></td>
<td>Abdul Fatah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 is news regarding developments in the handling of covid-19 in North Halmahera Regency. North Halmahera's people experienced grief when one of the regional officials with the initials FT who served as the provincial secretary died due to Covid-19. FT takes an active role in efforts to deal with the Covid-19 problem in North Halmahera Regency. The increase in the number of patients confirmed positive for Covid-19 in North Halmahera, apart from disturbing the public, also caused negative sentiment towards the Covid-19 handling task force's performance. Negative emotion is dominant because the government's performance is considered not optimal. It is detrimental to the public when there is an increase in the number of positive patients with Covid-19 in North Halmahera regency. The use of sentiment analysis is also carried out to identify the pandemic's impact on people's livelihoods globally through a new work pattern, namely Working From Home (WFH) (Wyrza & Maślankowski, 2020). Indonesia's problem, especially North Halmahera Regency, is the limited internet access in the border area. Also, most people's livelihoods depend on agricultural businesses, which cannot be done online with the concept of Work From Home (WFH). Also, the people of North Halmahera's work pattern, known as cooperation (Hirono), consists of workgroups based on local cultures that allow physical and face-to-face contact (Singgalen, 2020; Singgalen, Sasongko, & Wiloso, 2019b). In the Covid-19 pandemic conditions, farmers' work pattern is hazardous and can increase the transmission of covid-19 in the North Halmahera Regency. Livelihood conditions that are not in sync with the WFH concept are the government's consideration to direct the covid-19 handling program to herd immunity, namely increasing the immunity of local communities to the susceptibility of covid-19 infection.

Negative sentiment has increased in discussions about local governments' performance, especially in dealing with Covid-19 and various other issues such as socio-cultural, economic, environmental, and political issues. Different discussion content on the Facebook Group "Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara" influenced the brotherly relations of the people of North Halmahera when they entered political moments. Differences in political choices lead to social segregation and negative sentiment in various comments containing hate speech, invalid information, sarcasm, bullying, and privacy attacks. The interaction of netizen relations on social media has a significant influence on community relations in everyday life.

Regional Development Issues and Politics through Social Media Based on Actor-Network Theory: Case of North Halmahera District, North Maluku Province, Indonesia

The development of development studies in various dynamic and contextual issues cannot be separated from the socio-cultural, economic, environmental, and political aspects. Studies on the complexity of development in different socio-cultural contexts show elements of a vulnerability that lead to conflict (Ekstrand & Ray, 2001). The key to social problems is crucial because it influences family livelihoods and citizens (Moloney, Weston, & Hayes, 2013). Also, vulnerable economic issues affect the sustainability of development in a region or country. Apart from socio-economic problems, political problems in
each area also significantly affect criticism as a response to development issues. The space for expressing opinions about development administrators' performance has developed along with the intense use of technology. Depending on official forums held in real rooms, discussions also occur online in virtual rooms according to the category of discussion rooms on social media. "Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara" is one of the discussion spaces that trigger community participation in North Halmahera Regency as netizens to discuss regional development problems based on social aspects, culture, economy, environment, politics, education, and health. The results of content identification and mapping in the virtual discussion group of "Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara" based on the Actor-Network Theory using Nvivo 12 plus are in the following figure.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 2: Results of Content Identification and Netizen Interaction Behavior In A Virtual Discussion Room**
(Source: Primary data processing results using Nvivo 12 Plus)

Figure 2 results from the identification and mapping of development issues discussed by North Halmahera Regency's people as netizens in Quo Vadis North Halmahera's virtual discussion room. The most dominant content discussed was related to development, before the Covid-19 pandemic was related to economic and political issues. After the 2016 regional head election and the decline in copra prices, the political conditions, which led to demonstrations at the North Halmahera Regent's office, became popular discussion content. During the Covid-19 pandemic, the local government's performance was of concern to North Halmahera's people as netizens. Netizens' concern about the distribution of Direct Cash Assistance (Bantuan Langsung Tunai) and various large-scale social restriction policies (Kebijakan Pembatasan Sosial Skal Besar) have implications
for social and economic activities in North Halmahera. Comparing the popularity of discussion content in virtual spaces reflects North Halmahera residents' responsiveness as social media users to guard the regional development process. Even so, the results of mapping and analysis of netizen interaction behavior in the Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara group based on the Actor-Network Theory show the potential for social conflict from virtual to real space. Meanwhile, the mapping and analysis of netizen interaction behavior in virtual space can be seen in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Results of Mapping and Analysis of Netizen Behavior in Virtual Space
(Source: Primary data processing results using Nvivo 12 Plus)

Figure 3 shows that various development issues and the response of netizens as actors can be mapped as follows: positive reactions and comments (Positive responses and comments), hate speech, invalid information, sarcasm, bullying, privacy attacks. The content analysis shows aspects of vulnerability to social capital such as Norms, Trusts, and Networks. It appears when virtual areas debate lead to the snare of the Law on Information and Electronic Transactions (Undang-Undang Informatika dan Teknologi Elektronik). An obstacle in content management is participants' standards and qualifications to join and argue in the Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara Group. It has implications for conflict opportunities in the virtual area due to content and comments that contain elements of violations of the ITE Law. The pros and cons of users of social media accounts that do not represent real identities (fake accounts) spark debates in virtual spaces into conflicts in natural spaces. It shows that netizens' interaction in the virtual space affects social formation in natural areas, as in Paul Kostan Simonda's reporting as
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Jeffry Rudy Hoata’s attorney against several netizens in the Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara Group for alleged slander through social media. In this case, the privacy attack took place in the Quo Vadis Halmahera Utara Group. Rachman Baba covered the news about the issue via online information halmaheraraya.com on Friday, June 19, 2020.

Netizen interaction in virtual space is not constrained by time and space. The technological devices used to support social media applications are borderless and real-time, thereby mobilizing netizen communication in virtual areas. In discussing development issues in virtual spaces, networking netizens form new social formations in virtual spaces prone to legal problems (Santoso, 2014; Tylec & Szegda, 2020). Various previous research results show that virtual areas’ conflicts affect relationships between individuals and groups in the real world (Browne, Stack, & Ziyadah, 2015). Therefore, institutionally, public relations need to be maintained with a more adaptive and responsive approach based on popularity (Jiang, Luo, & Kulemeka, 2017). Conflict vulnerability in the virtual space is not only influenced by the emotions of social media account users but also the content of narratives published in the virtual space (Kusumasari & Arifianto, 2019; Roluahapus, 2017). Therefore, the publication of various development content through social media in virtual spaces needs to be carried out selectively (Djerf-Pierre, Ghersetti, & Hedman, 2016). Some companies that adopt social media as a product marketing strategy provide institutional support to manage conflicts based on the characteristics of corporate interests (Dineva, Breitsohl, & Garrod, 2017). In the context of this research, various development issues in North Halmahera Regency are not mobilized based on corporations but individual initiatives to discuss development progress in North Halmahera Regency through the Quo Vadis North Halmahera discussion room. Based on Actor-Network Theory analysis, actor classification is not limited to netizens but also the most crucial element in the discussion, namely content. The Actor-Network Theory content triggers netizens’ thinking with the accumulated experience and understanding relevant to the content.

The response to various development issues in virtual space manifests the accumulated experiences and subjective knowledge of netizens. Different subjective-oriented views in responding to one development content can lead to pros and cons among netizens. Ethical issues, in the comment, tend to be a reference in netizen debates. Still, differences in opinions can be responded to as provocative statements that lead to virtual space conflicts. Therefore, the Actor-Network Theory approach facilitates the mapping and analysis of netizen interactions based on responses to regional development issues (Gershon & Malitsky, 2015). In Actor-Network Theory, the definition of an actor is very dynamic and contextual. Several previous studies used the Actor-Network Theory approach in analyzing the epistemological aspects of the education system (Fenwick, 2010). Actor-Network Theory was used to analyze the relationship between technology and religion (Checketts, 2017). Actor-Network Theory can also be used to map and analyze netizen responses to complex, dynamic, and contextual development issues in virtual space. This research indicates that the
answer to regional development issues in the virtual space is vulnerable to social capital degradation, namely, trust, norms, and networks.

Social capital has a significant role for the people of North Halmahera. A communal society's characteristics based on cultural norms that form social formations in Higaro's local wisdom should maintain the integrity (Ahuumu) of the accumulation of social networks based on cultural norms in various spaces. In a study of North Halmahera's livelihoods, social capital plays an essential role in Development (Singgalen, 2020; Singgalen et al., 2019b). Various cultural rituals of North Halmahera's people form social formations based on local wisdom such as Hirono, Makiriwo, Balelan, Babari, and various forms of solidarity and encourage participation in institutional Development (Singgalen, Sasongko, & Wiloso, 2019a). The conflict between North Halmahera's people as users of social media accounts (netizens) in real space impacts the accumulation of culture-based social networks. In Actor-Network Theory, every actor is connected and influences each other. Social capital degradation also affects various aspects of development, such as economic aspects. Previous studies have shown that social capital is a shadow of the economy (Evans, 2016; Lee, 2013). Economic Development and political intervention by social capital are also the researchers' attention in studies of the development of disadvantaged areas to poverty (du Toit, Skuse, & Cousins, 2007). Social capital is a central issue as the basis for economic knowledge (Sporer, 2004). Norms, networks, and trust as formations of social capital need to be protected not to experience degradation when facing various vulnerability aspects. This research shows that content containing hate speech elements, invalid credible information (hoax), sarcasm, bullying, and privacy attacks are the potential actors to cause social capital degradation based on the Actor-Network-Theory.

Conclusion

This study indicates that social capital (norms, trust, and networks) is an aspect of vulnerability. Based on the results of sentiment analysis in the form of mapping on community responses to development issues in North Halmahera Regency, it can be seen that social media applications allow people as netizens or application users to be more responsive. The intensity of social media users causes development issues to fluctuate based on popularity (trend). The response to development issues in the conditions before and during the Covid-19 pandemic. Based on the Actor-Network Theory, netizens act as actors who have unlimited capabilities to build social networks with other actors in a virtual space. Various development issues and netizen responses as actors can be mapped into the following categories: positive response and comments, hate speech, invalid information (hoax), sarcasm, bullying, and privacy attacks. The popularity of issues that are relevant to current conditions can increase netizen participation in arguments. Still, content control and negative responses are vulnerable to uncontrolled, so they are prone to causing legal problems under the Law on Information and Electronic Transactions (UU ITE). It causes social capital to
become an aspect of vulnerability in various virtual space responses to regional development dynamics.

The recommendations of this study's results are to become the local government's attention regarding the importance of the results of the analysis of the sentiment of the North Halmahera community through social media. The opposing view dramatically affects the image of North Halmahera's bureaucracy, reflecting the sub-optimal performance of local governments in development. North Halmahera people's social interactions on social media have implications for movements in social and cultural spaces. It shows the existence of various potential conflicts triggered by provocative issues in the virtual space. Even though the tendency to reject hoax news has campaigned on social media, there needs to be a critical effort from the local government to anticipate various development issues that have been politicized to cause horizontal conflicts among the people of North Halmahera.
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